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Dear Colleagues,
Throughout our long history, the INTERCHARM project has been a platform for business growth and
professional development; working closely with the professional community through different online
and offline channels. In our work we follow the highest professional and moral principles - we
consider this a necessary part of our transparent relationships with customers and our show audiences.
In this challenging time, when it sometimes feels impossible to directly influence the development of
COVID-19, we would like to engage the whole industry to support today’s heroes, the healthcare
workers who confront and fight the disease every day, saving hundreds and thousands while working
in increasingly fraught conditions, personally and professionally.
Today, we are proud to launch the “Support the Doctor” initiative for doctors and medical staff
from all the Moscow medical institutions working with COVID-19 patients. This initiative has
been created to provide personal hygiene and skin care products to give our essential workers
the strength to get through this tough fight for the lives of their fellow citizens.
We invite manufacturers, distributors and retailers who are able to provide products from their ranges,
free of charge, to join Support the Doctor.
We will ensure the consolidation of all the organization and logistics needed to coordinate the process
and manage all communication with the medical institutions involved into the program.
INTERCHARM will also provide the participating companies with individual benefits for the
upcoming INTERCHARM Professional and InterCHARM events, even if you haven’t signed a
contract for any of our shows.
Let's join forces to support those who are struggling to contain the spread of the virus with their own
hands. We can and we should do so because the core value of our industry is that we care.
We look forward to hearing you and working together to Support the Doctor.

Best regards,
Anna Dycheva-Smirnova
Managing Director
Reed Exhibitions Russia
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